KENTUCKY FUTURITY #132 - 3YO FILLY TROTTERS

HORSE
ALLEGIANT
ARMORED DOVE
BEAUTIFUL GRACE
BEYONDGONE
BIKINI MODEL
BILLIE E
BUY A ROUND
CALATRAVA
CENTRAL PARK
CHAPARMBRO
CHEVAL RAPIDE
COCKTAILWITHAKICK
COOL MA BELLE
DATE NIGHT HANOVER
DOLCE AMARA
DRAW THE LINE
Drawing Rights
Drawn Impression
EMOJI HANOVER
EVANGELINA
FABULOUS KRONOS
FALA
FANNIE LIPKOWITZ
FRENCH CHAMPAGNE
GIMME THE GREEN
GLAMOROUS HANOVER
GO FOR GAAGAA NO
GRACEFUL DESIGN
HAUTEUR
HONEY'S SWEET
HONORABLE WAY
IHAVEADREAM DE VIE
INTERNATIONAL MODEL
KINESIOLOGY
LOCAL HONEY
LYSITHEA
MARG IN CHARGE
MILADY VOLO
MISS DIOR
MISS I LA
MISS KENTUCKY

SUBJECT TO ADDITIONS, OMISSIONS AND ERRORS
MONI ALL DAY
MY LEGACY S
Oliva Hill
ONLY ONE COSMO
PAULINA HANOVER
PINK LUXE
PISCO SOUR
PIZZELLE
PJ’S DREAM
PROMINENCE
R BAMA
R MELINA
ROXANNA
SADBIRDSTILLSING
SAMBUCA HANOVER
SANTA CROCE
SAPPHIRERAINSTAR
SENRITA PALEMA
SHE SHAQ
SIERRA GIRL
SLIP SLIDING AWAY
SOIREE HANOVER
SOLANGE HANOVER
SOMTHINTOBELIEVEIN
Southwind Bianca
SPECIAL TALENT
SPY COAST
STAR ATTRACTION
STARDUST VOLO
STELLA VOLO
SUNKIST BEAUTY
TACTICAL STRIKE
TANDEM HANOVER
TEQUINI HANOVER
THE MOMENT
THE ROXBURY
TIME OF PEACE
TOVE PALEMA
UPALLNIGHT HANOVER
URBAN MYTH DE VIE
VALENTINA RICHIE
VOLCANIC BLUE CHIP
WALCANGO
WALLA

SUBJECT TO ADDITIONS, OMISSIONS AND ERRORS